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thank you
While this chapter of our lives took an unexpected turn, and became a journey that none
of us could have anticipated, I still wanted to acknowledge those that contributed so
greatly to my growth and development during my time at RISD.
To my closest friends and family, thank you for your continued support. To my son Ronan,
thank you for your inspiration and continuing to show me what is most important in life.
To my beautiful girlfriend Olivia, you have changed my life in ways I could have never
anticipated.
I want to also thank everyone at RISD that directly contributed to my growth as not
only a designer, but as a person. Thank you to the faculty, especially those that I worked
closely with including Patty, Lane, Ben, Emily and Tyler. Also, the support staff that have
been essential in helping me negotiate the administrative side of the university, including
Marilyn, Bonnie and Jackie. I could not have done this without you. Finally, a special thanks
to my classmates. Learning about each of your unique backgrounds, perspectives and
ambitions has been both humbling and motivating. I hope that this is only the beginning of
our collective journey.
With the utmost gratitude,
-Erik
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ABSTRACT

abstract
Where I started two years ago is a very different place from where I am today. At the
outset of my time at RISD I knew very little about what it meant to be a designer. I lacked
confidence, yet still entered this program with strict ideas about the nature and outcome
of my work.
Over the course of four traditional semesters and two winter sessions, I gradually moved
away from my original, self-imposed fears and constraints. Not coincidentally, my work
expanded into areas I had not conceived of previously. It has been an illuminating journey,
and while I am presently still far from finding any answers, I feel confident that I am able to
at least begin to ask the right questions.
This thesis is an account of my time at RISD. It is a documentation of my growth through
my work, as well as a demonstration that I now have the skills required to properly phrase
a question, and through a structured process create a context for learning and discovery.
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introduction
It was over my final winter break that I decided what my thesis project would be. I knew
that once I completed my degree, I wanted to start designing and building furniture
commercially. I was excited at how much I grew while at RISD, but was still struggling to
find a way to launch a career. My belief was that in order to make a living doing small scale
furniture manufacturing I needed to find a niche.
It was around the same time that I was reintroduced to the Fletcher Capstan Table. The
table is extraordinarily unique, in that it mechanically transforms from a smaller round
table to a larger round table. It is a true one of a kind piece, elegant, exciting and the
definition of niche.
As I was thinking about that table in the context of my graduate thesis, I was spending a
lot of time at a local bar in Providence that doubled as a retro arcade (and tripled as a late
night drag venu). Playing the games made me think how fun it would be to have an arcade
machine in my house, however I did not want a clunky old arcade machine sitting in my
living room. Instead, I wanted an elegant, refined piece of furniture that when not in use,
looked nothing like an arcade machine.

Being someone that designs in the real world in three dimensions rather than on a
computer, the new restrictions all but stopped my work on the physical aspects of my
arcade console. Confined to my small apartment, I decided to spend a large amount of
my time working on programming the machine. I spend days and weeks researching and
testing different joysticks and buttons, software, hardware and games. While there are a
lot of existing resources and tools available online, it took a tremendous effort to get my
test platform up and running in a way that was even moderately playable.
While I managed to adapt and continue to make progress on the arcade console, I needed
to shift the nature of my thesis. What this version of my thesis has become is a chronicle of
my work and an outline of my design process, in addition to a summary of the work I was
able to accomplish on the arcade console.

I decided to design and build a console table that at the push of a button unfolded into a
fully functional, retro arcade machine. It was an ambitious idea given the timeframe, but
I was excited about the potential for this project to both blend my diverse set of interests
and have commercial potential.
Once I did a brief feasibility study and was given approval for the project from my thesis
advisor, I went to work on my arcade console. The semester started strong, and I was
making significant progress with my background research, but only a few weeks into the
semester the COVID-19 pandemic swept through our Nation, and universities, workplaces,
even entire cities closed. RISD was one of the first to close and we were told to clear out
our studios and evacuate campus for the remainder of the semester. This of course put a
halt to all of our work and fundamentally changed the nature of our theses.
The thesis I was working on pre COVID-19 was a process thesis, completely dedicated to
my work on my arcade console. In my pre-COVID draft, I had not even included reference
to my previous work. Because of the disruption, the nine of us in our program had to
change the nature of what we were working on. Originally, my intention was to push
forward with my project. I rented space in my friend’s machine shop and relocated my
work and tools. However, as the seriousness of the pandemic became evident, I was
hesitant to spend time around anyone other than my family. My son, now out of school,
was spending half of each week with me and my girlfriend (an incredible silver lining to all
of this) and I didn’t want to get exposed to the virus.
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It was shortly after the birth of my son that I realized I needed to make a serious change.
At the time I was working with a technology company that I had helped start the previous
decade. My days were spent helping develop and market computer hardware and software
for the digital advertising industry. At times it was quite technical and interesting, but
more often I found myself unfulfilled. The questions we were asking and the problems
we were trying to solve were not of any interest to me, and I found that my work suffered
tremendously. I also found that my overall well being suffered. I had created a reality for
myself where I had sacrificed spending my time on what was interesting for the comfort of
an established career.
Every night when I would put my son to sleep, I would stare at him and ask myself if I was
doing the right thing. Ultimately I realized that I could never encourage him to pursue what
excited him if I didn’t lead by example. It was shortly after that realization that I left my
career and decided to become a furniture maker.
The decision to pursue furniture was a fairly easy one for me. I had always built things
growing up. As a teenager I split my time between building competitive robots in high
school and houses during the summers. I was always driven towards hands-on learning.
As an adult, I continued my love for building things, constantly working on upgrading my
house and even building a few stand alone pieces of furniture.
I began to try and make a living in the craft, and found that most of my time, rather than
designing and building stand alone furniture (what I really wanted to do) I was having to
take jobs doing finish and custom carpentry projects. I would work on my own designs at
night, but really didn’t know what I was doing. My early pieces were big steps forward for
me in regard to craft, however I felt that in order to make an honest career out of furniture
making, I needed to learn more about the design process.

This console which was designed and built prior to RISD is
a good example of how I was developing my woodcraft but
lacked experience in design.
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My initial work at RISD was a significant departure from where I was previously. Up until
this point I had been a disciple of wood, reading and studying the works of Krenov, Maloof
and Nakashima. I was certain that my work would follow in their tradition, restricted to
American hardwoods and the pursuit of traditional craftsmanship.
The first piece I made was intentionally not wooden. This was my time to explore through
trial and error. There were no constraints around design or materiality at RISD, so I felt
it would be foolish to self impose such limitations. It was hard to get out of my comfort
zone, yet I challenged myself, I listened to the feedback from my peers and instructors,
and the result was positive. However successful my first chair was as an object is open to
interpretation, but the process was extraordinarily rewarding.

For the first time I could remember I had given myself the space to be truly imaginative in a critical environment.
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While I felt initially liberated from some of my previous, self-imposed constraints, I
was still approaching my work cautiously. My next major project was a series of pieces
inspired by playing LEGOs with my son. He was only two at the time and while he loved
building with the small blocks, some of them were so small that he struggled to assemble
them.
My idea was that if this could be scaled up, a child his age or older could construct
objects not at the scale of the hand, but rather the scale of the body. My hope was that
this would permit play that included a stronger physical connection to the objects. A
child could assemble a creation and move through it, around it and in it. Commercially, I
envisioned this product being sold similar to LEGO. You could buy a kit for a table, chair,
or bookcase for example. You could build these objects, but once you have several pieces,
they could be reconfigured into new objects.
One of the major steps forward for me in this project was the introduction of a lot of
color. I had always loved color but never used it in my work. I think by virtue of this being
children’s furniture, I allowed myself some freedom I wouldn’t have otherwise. The use of
color would become a recurring theme in my work going forward.
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It was suggested by my peers that I build upon the children’s furniture I made and scale it
up into adult furniture. There was some criticism that I was being too safe making things
for kids because they were a less discerning audience. Having a three year old, I’m not
convinced of that, but it provided for a good design prompt.
In addition to upgrading the aesthetic for a more mature audience, I wanted to upgrade
the materiality. Having used plywood for the children’s furniture, I wondered if it would be
possible to do the same at full scale. Only a year before I made this dining table, I would
have never taken seriously the idea of making high end furniture from sheet goods. After
some research I found bamboo plywood. It was a truly beautiful material both on the
surface, but also around the edges, which I chose to leave exposed as a feature.
I have always been interested in how human consumption will have a lasting impact.
It was something I was considering heavily in my work at RISD, trying to reconcile the
negative impacts of consumption with the fact that I was pursuing a career as a creator of
consumable objects.
My goal with this table was twofold: elevate the youthful aesthetic in my previous work
to that which would be considered appropriate for an adult, and use sheet goods in a way
that would be considered on the high end market. I was also thinking about this piece
commercially, as it could easily be set up for mass customization and delivered flat pack.
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After feeling liberated with my use of color, and feeling a bit more confident, I decided
to take the plunge, and attempt to pair big, bold color with my background in traditional
woodworking. The result was a piece that I feel combined the refinement and seriousness
of traditional craft and Modern form language with my whimsical Postmodern aesthetic
that was developing.
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Having become more confident in my work marrying color and wood, I decided to create
a collection of objects to continue the exploration. The goal of this study was to explore
how the design of a single object could harmonize within a set of others. Could the design
of one object stand alone but also not get lost within a greater context? All in all it was
another opportunity for exploration.
My final wintersession project was a collaboration with an apparel student, Lily Barnes
(BA 2021). She and I set forth to design and create two objects, a piece of furniture and a
garment that used a similar exploration of color in two different mediums. The result was
a wall sculpture and a sweater. The sculpture was constructed from over 3,000 individual
pieces of poplar, painted and arranged to create a sense of movement as someone walked
by. The sweater was knitted using multiple color threads arranged in a patchwork to also
evoke a sense of movement on the body.
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process
1: Conceptuaization
2: Research & Planning
3: Design Development
4: Initial Evaluation
5: Design Refinement
6: Construction
7: Final Evaluation
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conceptualization

1

I really have no clue how any idea enters my mind, however I imagine it has to be a
combination of some catalyzing event supported by previous thoughts and experiences.
Clarity of thought is very important to me. I spend a lot of time thinking, whether on a
walk outdoors, laying in bed, in the shower, or driving. WMany times when I get an idea, I
get very excited about it, completely forgetting about most everything else until I get the
idea down on paper.
I like to scribble on paper to get my idea out of my head. I sketch quite a bit throughout
my design process, at all degrees of resolution, however at this stage it is very much an
attempt to capture the big picture as quickly and crudely as possible. My thWoughts are
often fleeting, so the quicker and dirtier I can capture them they better.
Once I have the germ of an idea documented, I refine the idea so that it can be properly
communicated. This comes in the form of more refined (yet still quite crude) sketches
on paper, simple models built from foam board, clay, or chipboard, and typically a nicer
quality sketch done on a drawing pad. I like to use the digital pad at this stage, because it is
easy for me to make straight lines and use a grid to put some initial dimensions to my idea.
Feasibility is not important to me at this stage. I am not yet worried about solving
problems as much as I am interested in generating a series of questions. What can and
can’t be done, ro what is or isn’t possible is not relevant during conceptualization. I find
that at this stage, having as few constraints as possible yields the most fruitful results.
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research & planning
I love going down rabbit holes. I love diving deep into a topic and learning as much as
possible about it. Today, with the world’s information at our fingertips, I get excited when a
new idea requires that I spin up on a topic I previously knew nothing about.

2

The internet is of course the research tool of the modern world. I do, however, find that
books offer a much better aggregate of information than most websites. In addition to
reading everything I can on the internet, whether it be forums, blogs, Wikipedia, scholarly
articles, etc., I also like to purchase and read a couple books on the topic I am trying to
explore. I simply find print to generally be a better aggregate of information. Perhaps
because there is a more rigorous threshold for publication.
The research is largely a feasibility study. Where in the conceptualization stage I don’t think
about the feasibility of a project, the research stage is partially dedicated to determining if
it is even possible to realize my idea.
If I determine that it is possible to realize my idea, the next step is to put forth a plan. The
plan is a time based outline of all tasks that need to be accomplished in order to finish
the work. Working within my process template, I work backwards from the delivery date
to determine how much time to invest in each step. I like to use a simplified gantt chart,
which allows me to list the major tasks, assign and order to my workflow, and allocate a
defined amount of time to each. There are sophisticated tools to develop gantt charts that
include ownership and dependencies, etc., etc., but I find that simply laying out everything
in a static spreadsheet, printing it in large format, and using a pen or pencil to make
changes suffices.
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design development

3

To me, this stage is the bread and butter of my design process. This is where I take a
validated concept, and through sketching and modeling turn it into an initial design. I
typically start with a series of doodles. I like to do all my drawing on 18x24 pads of paper. A
single sheet can have a hundred or more small doodles on it, fleshing out various aspects
of my initial design. I like to break down a piece of furniture into constituent chunks,
and riff on one at a time. What are my leg options, foot options, stretcher options, etc.?
Through this process I start to get a few ideas for the potential direction of my design.
Next I like to draw a handful of three point perspective concepts. It could be a couple,
or a half dozen depending on how far along I am with the idea. One important aspect of
sketching that I learned in a drawing course at RISD, was to transform my sketching process
from being one that was simply trying to get formed ideas onto paper, to one where I
allowed myself to be creative on the paper. Using the sketch as a tool for creativity and
exploration rather than simply to document was an important transition for me.
I also love to make models of ideas. Even if it’s just looking at dimensions and proportion
and not details of the design, I find it very valuable to have a three dimensional rendering
of my initial idea in front of me during this stage of my design process.
Once I have determined the general direction of the piece, I begin constructing a full
scale mockup. Typically I will use plywood or steel, or some other low cost material that
facilitates making on the fly design decisions. It is easy to weld up a frame, then cut and
change things on the fly. Same with plywood. It is easy to cut out or add a section of
material. I really don’t care at all about what it looks like at this stage. If there is a design
detail that I’m trying to flesh out I may spend some extra time on it, but I generally don’t
care about having a fine fit or finish at this point.
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initial evaluation

4

There is no substitute for evaluating a design in full scale. At full scale, you can quickly
determine whether there is harmony in proportion and whether the dimensions make
sense. There is a “feel” for the piece that emerges at full scale. It is also possible to look
at joinery and make decisions regarding construction at full scale. Simply put, there is
no substitute for a full scale model, and it is not uncommon to have to make several
throughout the design process.
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design refinement

5

Evaluating and refining a design could very well be considered part of the same step.
However I consider this stage to warrant its own recognition because it is in essence the
part of the process where you are taking a step (or maybe two, three or four) backwards.
Refining the design means you are making changes to it based on what you have learned
in the preceding steps. Sometimes you can move back and forth several times between the
develop - evaluate - refine phases of the process. Sometimes you need to go even further
back and conduct more research after realizing you were incorrect about the feasibility of
the design. I find this back and forth a critical part of my process and rarely get frustrated
at the idea of having to go back and make some adjustments, or even go back to the
drawing board all together.
While this is the stage that I often move backwards in my process, it is also the critical
part in my process where I plant a flag, and settle on a (semi)final design. There should be
as few unknowns as possible moving into the construction phase. By having everything
resolved, it limits the opportunity for things coming up during construction, potentially
wasting expensive, or even limited materials.
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6

This is the stage where I feel like I am beginning to be rewarded for all the planning I have
done up to this point. Prior to coming to RISD, I used to frequently just jump into building
something, thinking that I really didn’t need to put much thought into the design. It can be
fun to just wing it, and sometimes I still like to just grab some material and start working
with it and see where it goes, but I don’t think this approach works when it comes to
creating a complex piece of furniture.
Getting a good result in the shop can only happen if you have a good plan going in. When I
make something I know all the parts I need to make, how they will fit together and in what
order I should produce them. For example, if I am working in wood, I will do all my milling
first, let the wood rest, do a final mill of all the raw material, then cut to size, cut joinery
(all my mortises and tenons for example) all at once. Having a good construction plan not
only greatly increases the speed of work, but also increases accuracy, as I am limiting the
amount of times I have to adjust the machines I’m working with. Construction should be
slow and steady, thoughtful and precise. I do not hesitate to stop and spend a little extra
time before making a decision. Considered decisions in the shop yield good results.
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7

I consider the final evaluation the prize for all my hard work. But aside from it being
personally rewarding, it is a critical component of my process. I always try and get feedback
from others through all aspects of my process, but this is where you can take your finished
work and get genuine feedback. Additionally, this is where I can look upon my own work
critically. What worked, what didn’t, where is there room for further improvement.
This is not the end of the design process. This is simply the point where the first fully
formed or finished version is complete. As a burgeoning furniture designer, these first
versions are basically what I furnish my house with. I have gotten used to living with
furniture that (almost) works, as even with a solid plan and process, the first article is
never the final. At RISD we don’t really have the time to go back and refine a design after
this point, but I’m certain that going forward professionally I will regularly.
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arcade console
Originally, my thesis was going to be a detailed overview of my design process through the
creation of my arcade console. Because of the pandemic, I had to stop my work on this
project, and under quarantine, regroup and develop a new approach for my thesis.
While I was unable to realize the original intention of my thesis, I wanted to include a bit of
an homage to the work that I was able to do before the shutdown.
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Orginization and Logistics
Develop Gantt Chart

2/17/20
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review thesis exhibition space

Move existing furniture to gallery
Move console to gallery and setup

Thesis Book
thesis abstract/outline
initial graphic design ideas
create indesign template
finalize graphic design
thesis review presintation
update thesis book with weekly work
finalize thesis book

Final draft delivered to printer
Book printing
Books delivered to E.D.

Console - Mechanical System
Initial mechanical design sketches
Reveiew design sketches
construct full scale mockup (manual)
source display, computer, controlls
determine motor and mechanic system
final design and procurement of all components
construct full scale mockup (automatic)
refinement of full scale mockup
manufacture final mechanical components
paint/powdercoat any mechanical parts
construct final mechanical system

Console - Electrical System
Determine software stack
load and test on laptop
install software stack on console computer
determine controller layout
wire controllers
test and debug
UI customization
final test and debug

Console - Physical System
Initial Design Concepts
Review / Itterate Design
Determine final design
Create Build plan / cut list / materials list
Source material
Rough milling
Final milling / matreial prep
Construction
Finishing (paint/oil/etc)
Final detail work
Prep for transport
Construct physical mocup around mech/ele system
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reflections
When I made the decision to come to RISD, it was largely so that I could develop the skills
to better my craft. I was focused on learning now to make things that looked better. What I
found at RISD, was a doorway into a world of design that was much more than I could have
imagined prior.
In the past two years I have learned to think more critically, developed the confidence
to question myself and others in the field of design, and leverage design thinking to help
solve what I believe are the most challenging problems of our day. What’s next for me
is of course partially unknown, but I do see a future where I am designing and building
furnishings for the home that embody contemporary technology, culture and identity.
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